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Zentangle® and Quilting
All Day Workshop for Guilds

Zentangle is a method of drawing beautiful patterns with easy structured steps. Anyone 
can create Zentangle art! People who are sure they are not “creative, artistic or 
talented” are always delighted and surprised to see what they can create. Zentangle is a 
perfect match for quilters - it is a complementary creative outlet. Quilters find that 
drawing patterns sparks creative energy that is then passed along to their quilting 
projects. In this program you will learn about Zentangle, draw tangle patterns, and see 
beautiful Zentangle art and Zentangle inspired quilting. You may even find the answer to 
the question: which came first... the “feather” or the “flux”!  

Choose one: 

Zentangle Fabric and Ink 

Using official Zentangle tiles, Pigma Micron pens and pencil we will learn eight 
Zentangle patterns and create two Zentangle tiles. Then the fun really begins! Each 
student will receive a canvas bag and special pens to draw with. Using stencils I will 
show you several ways to apply your tangle patterns to the canvas bag in creative 
ways.  By the end of the day you will have a special tangled canvas bag!  

!                 !          

 OR   

Zentangle Quilting 

Using official Zentangle tiles, Pigma Micron pens and pencil we will learn eight 
Zentangle patterns and create two Zentangle tiles. Then the fun really begins! Now we 
go to the machine! First we will draw patterns onto fabric and then you will learn how to 
quilt tangle patterns using your domestic sewing machine! You will leave with a beautiful 
mini quilt! 
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Supply list - Zentangle Quilting - $15 kit fee 

Sewing machine, bobbin & snips 
15” square of light colored fabric (Not light blue as we will use blue water soluble 
marker and you won’t be able to see what you’re doing) 
Poly Thread in a shade two shades darker than the fabric 
16” square backing fabric (prints are nice!)  
Quilting sewing machine needles 
Machine quilting gloves (optional) 
Extended flat bed for machine (if you have it) 
Supreme Slider (highly recommended) http://www.purpledaisiesllc.com/
Supreme_Slider_p/18.htm 
Quilt Halo (highly recommended) http://www.purpledaisiesllc.com/The_Quilt_Halo_p/
223.htm 

Zentangle Ink and Fabric - $20 kit fee 
 Everything you need is included in the class kit. 

My fees are as follows: 

$600 - All day workshop  
Plus travel, Lodging, Meals and kit fees* 
  

*The guild needs to provide me with the number of people attending 3 weeks 
beforehand and will be responsible for paying for that number of kits. Should someone 
cancel last minute I will give them the kit they have paid for. 

The kits include special papers, pens, handouts, fabric & batting or tote bag. There is a 
supply list for the quilt class. Everything is included in the kit for the fabric class, just 
bring a smile! 
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